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Abstract—For providing security to information and computer the passwords are important unit of authentication.
The majority method used for authentication was alphanumeric password in ancient times. This scheme has some
considerable drawbacks. For example, If user choose a passwords that can be remember then password can be easily
guessed. Alternatively if a user choose a long or strong password then password is hard to guess. Alphanumeric
passwords are also prone to different attacks such as such as shoulder surfing attack, online guessing attacks, brute
force attacks, dictionary attacks, social engineering attacks etc. To overcome the vulnerabilities of alphanumeric
password scheme graphical password schemes have been developed as possible solutions to alphanumeric password
scheme. The graphical password scheme uses the images, pictures as a password. Many graphical password schemes
have been proposed until now. In this paper, we accomplish a widespread survey of the existing graphical password
schemes. We can classify these schemes into recognition-based, pure recall-based, cued-recall based and hybrid
approaches. We also examine the strengths and drawbacks of every method. This paper signifies a analysis on the
security and usability features of graphical password schemes. In this paper we surveyed about 30 papers. We also
clarified the problems, their solutions, results and future work recommended in each paper.
Keywords—Graphical Password, Recognition-Based Graphical User Authentication, Recall-Based Graphical User
Authentication
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day’s security is major issue in information security. Authentication is important factor for providing security.
The most convenient method for providing security is use of password for authentication. There are various schemes are
developed for providing security during authentication. The most widespread authentication method is to submit first
username and password. Textual password is the most commonly used scheme. Textual password uses alphabets,
numbers for selecting the password. Textual passwords are easy to remember and easy to use but having some drawbacks
such as: If user selects short password then it is easy to remember but it is also easy for an attacker to guess [2]. As state
in Computerworld news article, at lager number of companies the security panel had ran the password cracker and 80%
passwords are indentified by this panel within 30 seconds [3]. If user selects long password then it is difficult for attacker
to guess but it is also very difficult for user to remember. Furthermore, textual passwords are susceptible to various
attacks such as shoulder surfing attack, spyware attack and social engineering attack etc. So that to overcome these
drawbacks and provide security, new scheme is developed which uses images, clickpoints etc. as a password known as
graphical password [4, 5]. To deal with the problems of textual password scheme, another authentication schemes like
biometrics [3, 7], have been used. In this paper, we will concentrate on a different option i.e. graphical passwords.
Graphical password is developed as an alternative for textual password scheme. Graphical password scheme uses the
images or pictures as a password. As images are easy to remember and recognized than text. Graphical password is
developed by Greg Blonder 1996. In Blonder’s scheme image is displayed in front of user and then user clicks on it. If
clickpoints are same on the appropriate region then access is given to user. In graphical password scheme, the user has to
select the memorable image and user has to remember the click locations. For providing memorization, contents of image
should be meaningful.As images are used in graphical password scheme,the space required by graphical password is
more than the textual password. Graphical passwords are more memorable than to the textual passwords.
Graphical password may categorized into recognition-based, recall-based and hybrid. To achieve a good
authentication system Usability and security should be considered. Derived from the present research of password
security, we studied Various existing graphical password schemes and accomplished a broad survey of usability and
security of graphical password schemes.
II. GRAPHICAL PASSWORD METHODS
The graphical password schemes are categorized into three categories viz.
1) Recognition Based Scheme
2) Recall Based Scheme
3) Hybrid Scheme
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Figure.1: Graphical Password Techniques
1) Recognition Based Technique:
In this category, users will choose first images, icons or symbols from a set of images. During authentication, users
should recognize their images, symbols or icons which are chosen during registration amongst a collection of images.
The research illustrates that 90% of users can remember their passwords after one or two month also[15].
2) Pure Recall Based Technique:
In this category, users must reproduce his passwords and hints are not provided to remind the password. This scheme
is easy and also convenient but it is hard to remember the password similar to DAS (1999) and Qualitative DAS (2007).
This scheme is more secure than recognition based scheme.
3) Cued Recall-Based Technique:
This scheme is same as pure recall based but it is recall with cueing. Hints are provide scheme in this scheme.
These hints or gestures help users to reproduce their password.
4) Hybrid Technique:
This scheme is combination of two or more schemes. These schemes are overcome the drawbacks of a single
scheme.
III. RECOGNITION BASED SCHEME
Recognition based also called Cognometrics schemes or Search metrics schemes. In this section, we represent
some
recognition based algorithms.
a. Dhamija R. and Perrig A., [21] proposed Déjà vu in 2000. In this scheme user selects a certain random
pictures from largse number of image set. This image set is generated by program in sign up phase. During
authentication phase, first system presents number of images which contain both password images and decoy
images. Then user must select the appropriate password images from displayed decoy and password images. It
is suitable to store up and convey the images generated by small initial seeds but the images makes it difficult to
record or share with others Déjà vu scheme has some weaknesses such as an ambiguous images are hard to
remember and the space of password is much smaller than that of textual password passwords.

Figure.2: Déjà vu Scheme, 2000
b.

Brostoff et al.[22] was proposed a PassFaces scheme in 2000.This scheme is provoked by fact that faces are
more memorable for human. During registration phase, user has to select the passfaces from set of faces of male
and female as a password. During authentication phase, a grid that contains 9 pictures is shown to the user as
shown in Fig 3.

Figure 3: Passface Scheme, 1999
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This grid just contains one of the user’s passwords, and the other eight images are selected from the database.The
users’ password contain four faces, so that the grid is shown four times. Conversely, no grid contains faces found in the
other grids, and the order of faces is also changed within each grid. These characteristics help to secure a user’s Passface
combination against detection through shoulder-surfing and packet-sniffing .
c. Jensen et al. [23] proposed a new graphical password scheme in 2003.This schme is known as picture password
scheme.This scheme is developed for mobile PDAs. In this scheme, user has to select a theme.Images of size 40
x 40 are shown in a 5 X 6 matrix.The matrix is shown on the basis of selected theme, User should select
images from that generated matrix with.

Figure 4: Jensen Scheme,2003
A order of image selection is also registered to form a password. During authentication phase, user should select the
images in same sequence as in registration phase.
d. One more recognition based scheme, Story [24] is comparable to PassFaces.This scheme simply desires one
phase of authentication.In this scheme,password pictures are a series of number of distinctive images that
makes a story to enhance memorability. Durring authentication phase, users have to click the password pictures.
The user should remember the story .In other words, order of images should be same Studies illustrate that, of
over 80% of the all incorrect password entries in Story, contained all the correct images, but only their order is
incorrect.

Figure 5: Story Scheme
e.

Sobardo and Birget [25] developed a new scheme to resist shoulder surfing attack. During registration
phase,user first selects only images from no of presented images. During authentication phase,the user should
first select images same as that of selected in registration phase and then click inside that convex hull formed
bythat selected images.

Figure 6: Sobardo and Birget Scheme,2003
f.

In 2003, Man et al [26] proposed an algorithm as a new method for graphical password which is shoulder
surfing resistant. In this algorithm a unique code is assigned to all the pictures. As shown in Fig 4, During
authentication,the user is confrontd with numerous scenes which contain several password objects and many
decoy one. There is a distinctive code for each password object, the user will enter the string of code for his
own password.So that it is resistant to shoulder surfing attack.
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Figure 7: Man et al Scheme, 2004
IV. RECALL BASED SCHEME
Recall Based Scheme are also known as Drawmetric schemes .Some recall based schemes are studied in this section.
a. Jemryn et al. [27] proposed a scheme known as ”Draw asecret (DAS)”.In registration phase,user has to draw
somewhat on a GRID of size Y X Y. The coordinates of (X,Y) of the grid were stored in the order of drawing.
During login phase, user should redraw such that the drawing touches the registered series of coordinates.
Password space is increased but traffic load is reduced, since images were not transferred over network.

Fig. 8 Jermyn et al. DAS Scheme
b.

G.E blonder [28] proposed a scheme in which a image is offered to user with tap regions. During authentication,
user should click within those tap regions but user should click in a sequence. The drawbacks of this scheme
was password space because , user cannot click anywhere he wants because of predetermined tap regions.

Fig. 9. Blonder Scheme
c.

Passlogix [29] has proposed various graphical scheme.These schemes are base on the fact of repeating a series of
actions. In the v-Go scheme, user,, bedroom bathroom.Then user can do different actions with objects shown in
image such as clicking, dragging etc. Clicks on object is identified with the help of invisible boundaries on them.
The drawback of this scheme is users may select weak passwords. Second is password space is small.
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Fig. 10 v-Go Scheme

a.

V. HYBRID SCHEME
GrIDsure [30] proposed a new scheme as a commercial product known as graphical one-time PIN scheme.This
scheme is scheme which makes PINs more resistant to shoulder-surfing attacks. In this scheme grids are used
fornpassword. During registration phase, users first choose the shape and then memorize the shape (e.g. an “L”
shape) and the order in a 5×5 grid, and then enter the series of numbers using a keyboard. This selected shapes
and their order of cells is known as user’s pattern, representing the secret to authenticate. After that during
each succeeding login attempt, the grid is settled by arbitrary numbers from 0 and 9. Users should enter the
numbers that come into view in his pattern in the earlier selected order GrIDsure password is more secure.This
scheme provides shoulder-surfing resistance.

Fig. 11. GrIDure Scheme
b.

Man, et al. [31] proposed one more shoulder surfing attack resistant scheme. In this scheme, user first select
number of images as pass-objects.

Fig. 11. Man, et al Scheme
Each pass image have several variants. Each variant has a unique code assigned. In authentication phase, users first
enter a string with the unique code of the pass-objects variants. This code representing the relative location of the passobjects with reference to a pair of eyes in numerous rounds provided by the system. This scheme is also totally resistant
to shoulder surfing attack. It needed users to remember a significant amount of code analogous to the pass-objects
variants.
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TABLE I DIFFERENT GRAPHICAL PASSWORD SCHEMES
SCHEMES
Login Interface
PASSWO
DICTIONA
SHOULDER
SPYWARE
RD
RY
SURFING
ATTACK
SPACE
ATTACK
ATTACK
Deja Vu
Identify correct pass images
16
Y
N
Screen
Jensen et al.
Select images based on a
11
Y
N
Screen
theme
Passfaces
Select face from of grid of
13
N
N
Screen
faces
Story
User has to remember the
12
Y
N
Screen
sequence of images which
form a story
Sobardo and
Select object from number of
32
Y
Y
Y
Birget
display
Hong et al.
login screen divided in to grids
Unkno
Y
N
Screen
each grid containing a icon
wn
Blonder
Click within those tap regions
Unkno
Y
N
N
and in a sequence.
wn
DAS
Redraw such that the drawing
Unkno
N
N
Y
touches the registered
wn
sequence of coordinates
v-Go
Repeating a sequence of
Unkno
N
N
Y
actions
wn
GrIDsure
The order that user want to
18
N
Y
Y
enter the corresponding
numbers in a 5×5 grid, and
enter the sequence numbers
using a keyboard.
Man et.al.
In this scheme, users select
Unknown
Y
Y
Y
several images as pass-objects
which have many
variants.Each variant is
assigned with a unique code.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, different graphical password schemes are studied. An algorithms of recognition-based, pure recall-based,
cued recall-based, and hybrid schemes of graphical password schemes are analyzed and studied. During our research, we
discover login interface, password space required and resistance against various attacks such as shoulder surfing attack,
dictionary attack etc.Therefore, it can be concluded that the common drawbacks on these graphical password methods
and how to overcome these attacks. Then, we tried to survey on attack patterns and define common attacks in graphical
password authentication methods. Finally we make a comparison table among various graphical password authentication
techniques based on attack patterns.
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